chance purchase of a secondhand copy of A Student in Arms volume in a junkshop, itself now history. Web booksellers now supply a hunting ground for hitherto-unregarded Great War-period material that may provide the student with useful 'fresh' evidence, lines of inquiry, ideas for projects or -as in the case of A Student in Arms -lead to the recovery of documents that are contributions to Great War studies.
Rusk's reflections upon 'the winnowing flail of time' arise from his reviewing of the first of the two collections of trench warfare-inspired reportage, reflections and dialogues upon Kitchener Army soldiering by an insider. The overall title, A Student in Arms, was the pen-name of the soldier-writer and Somme fatality Donald Hankey. 'In the score or more of brilliant chapters', writes Rusk in the florid, cloudy fashion of the time .... "the student [sic]" shows how the individual soldier, whether university graduate, cockney, or wastrel, is being transformed by the strange experience he is going through'.
Readers certainly took to Hankey's original magazine articles and their collection in the April 1916 first volume of A Student in Arms (ASIA) and the second, a year later. Soldiers and civilians alike turned away from anodyne press reports from the Somme, and in their hundreds of thousands looked instead to Hankey to make sense of a war for which nothing in their history or religion had prepared them.
Yet you will look in vain for either of the ASIA volumes in any of the three main Somme bibliographies, two published and one in manuscript. How do we come to lose sight of work that was of value to Hankey's Great War contemporaries as it is to our understanding of the spirit in which the war was fought? Is it because academic and literary fashion came to view Hankey as a writer tainted by his work in helping people to see some point in his and their war? Perhaps surprisingly, no -or at least not directly.
Hankey was one of the 'First Hundred Thousand' Kitchener volunteers and between August 1914 and October 1916 he served as private, corporal, sergeant and then subaltern in one artillery and two infantry regiments. He was killed in action on the Somme at the age of 31, six months after the publication of his first collection of ASIA, the one Rusk reviewed.
Death in action catapulted Hankey into Rupert Brooke-class bestsellerdom throughout the English-speaking world.(2) Americans in particular warmed to what they saw as an incarnation of youthful self-sacrifice and forfeit of promise. Moreover, the 'self-sacrifice' was that of a well-born eyewitness who chronicled the new melting-pot of the trenches. (3) This first 'Series' (collection) made it into the 1917 New York Times top five best-seller list. F. Scott Fitzgerald's Amory Blaine refers approvingly to 'this fellow Donald Hankey' in This Side of Paradise (1920) . (4) The first Student in Arms 'series', which appeared in April 1916, collected articles that had appeared in the Westminster Review and The Spectator. Hankey wrote most of them while recovering from a wound suffered during a hopeless daylight counter-attack at Hooge in July 1915, and then while training drafts for the Somme.
Back in France in time for the Somme battle, Hankey continued to write. He took part in and reported on the infantry assault of 1 July 1916. His writing now took a darker turn, and although the Army did not interfere, The Spectator began to reject articles from a star contributor. Most, but not all, of Hankey's Somme-period material including some Spectator rejections, appears in the posthumously-published second ASIA in May 1917. Even then, there were excisions and no mention of the Somme.
Hankey's work reached its vast audience in magazine articles in pamphlet and book form, as well as reprint in newspapers and other journals. Then were public readings to audiences in army camps, military hospitals, aboard ship and from civilian pulpits.
With the Somme, however, a nervous publisher was to tamper with Hankey's despatches. Passages were excised, and so was any reference, even dates, to the battle. Worse still for Hankey's bibliographical fortunes, unlike Rupert Brooke he had no Edward Marsh on hand to publish a valedictory biography during the war.
Hankey's publisher, Melrose, had pressed Hilda Hankey, Donald's sister and literary collaborator, to rush out the second, posthumous, ASIA. Melrose now urged her to write and complete a biography before war's end. She failed in this, could find nobody else capable. Donald's friends were away on active service or dead.
One result was that Donald Hankey remained a man and writer of mystery. A mere 13 years after Rusk's warning, a highly-regarded bibliography of the Great War by a Somme veteran seems inadvertently to have helped consign ASIA in Arms to Rusk's 'winnowing flail'.
In War Books, Cyril Falls refers to ASIA as 'a volume', dating it '1916'.(5) Yet ASIA is not one 'series/volume' but two.
To complicate matters, Great War austerity dictated that both 'series' were bound so cheaply, drably and uniformly that, at first sight it can be accordingly hard to tell the 1916, pre-Somme Series One from the posthumous, post-Somme Series Two of 1917.
Reprints, new editions, differing formats and 'selections from' followed each other for the rest of the war and into the 1920s. So huge were sales of Series One for so long that they left Series Two in the shade. It is easy to mix up the two volumes, or to assume that there is only one. Falls could have done either. His recommendation of the '1916' volume as 'free of the facile optimism then in vogue' may suggest that he mistakenly conflated the two books into one or perhaps was thinking only of the Somme-tinged second 'Series'. Falls, however, does list under 'Reminiscence' an anonymous work purportedly by a German deserter. Yet the bibliographer finds it 'hard to believe' this author's assertion 'that the inhabitants of a village full of German troops should been lunatic enough to throw grenades out of windows upon infantry in the street'. (6) Hankey's writing from the Somme, however categorized, includes an account of how on 1 July 1916, he contrived to get past the field censors an account of what he saw and did on that opening day of the infantry assault, and the days immediately following.
The full story became freely and publicly-available only in 2014. As a precaution against censorship, Hankey posted sections of an article he entitled 'A Diary' to different addresses in England for collation by Hilda and then submission to The Spectator. The sections arrived unmeddled with, and were sent to the magazine, which set the article in type only to decide against using it.
The galley was returned to Hilda, who in 1917 passed it onto her brother's publisher, Melrose, who by then was rushing out a second 'Student' volume to cash in on the enormous sales of the first.
One entry in the 'A Diary' manuscript that Melrose trimmed describes the scene that meets Hankey when, on 1 July 1916, the ammunition-carriers he is leading arrive in newly-taken German trenches. They are carrying supplies of grenades for the troops, by now under counter-attack.
Amid the chaos, Hankey notes 'some men trying to slink away unnoticed [and] being brought back to duty by the angry voice of an officer'.
That second passage concerns the desolation he feels in days following as he helps bring in the wounded and the dead'. It may be 'a sweet and honourable thing to die for one's country' he observes, but he could imagine 'nothing more horrible' than: to suddenly feel the primitive passion for slaughter let loose in one, and to know that one was more than at liberty to give it full rein. Yet that is what makes the good soldier in a charge. It is that, more than anything, perhaps, which brings home what an abominable thing war is. Armageddon (1935) . (7) The evident absence of a link to the Somme may help to explain why ASIA does not figure in the first exclusively Somme bibliography, Arthur T. E. Bray's The Battle of the Somme, 1916: A Bibliography (1967).
The impetus for Bray perhaps owes something to the interest that began to focus on the Somme in 1963 ahead of the 50th anniversary following the publication of John Terraine's Douglas Haig: The Educated Soldier. (8) Terraine argues that, revulsion at the casualties notwithstanding, the Somme was 'a British victory' given German 'signs of defeat'. These 'signs' included the start made in September 1916 on a second line of defence (the 'Hindenburg Line'), as well as the fateful declaration of unrestricted submarine warfare in January 1917. 
who have actually read it. In his writing, Hankey delphically declared: fact and fiction are mingled; but to the writer the fiction appears at least as true as the fact, for it is typical of fact -at least in intention'. (12) That 'mingling' struck Falls as 'a pretty good description of these earnest and thoughtful papers', so the bibliographer entered ASIA in the 'Fiction' section of War Books. It can be hard to see where the 'fiction' comes into Hankey's writing. Its use, like adoption of the pen-name, may have been to downplay his own part in events. (13) Hankey first used the 'A Student in Arms' pen-name in a Spectator article, 'The Honour of the Brigade'. This is the piece that may strike new readers as most fanciful. (14) It is an account of the men of an unnamed Kitchener unit who accepts without demur that 'the honour of the brigade' demands a hasty counter-attack in daylight to regain a lost position. Hankey's postwar bibliographical chances suffered a biographical setback even before the Armistice. Melrose pressed Hilda Hankey to rush-write a biography of her brother for publication before the war's end and the slump he anticipated in war-interest material. Hilda could neither bring herself to produce the biography nor, with so many of Donald's friends away on active service or dead, could she find a civilian candidate able and to her liking.
Yet Hilda did hold her brother's papers and solicit more. Unfortunately, she had not registered them by the time of her death (1948) and so the archive seemed to be lost. In 2003, an American scholar, James Kissane, published a synoptic study from published sources. (22) A valuable adjunct to Middlebrook is Slaughter on the Somme, Martin Mace and John Grehan's complete collection of British and Newfoundland unit war diaries for 1 July 1916 for every battalion that actually left its trenches. Unit diaries commonly vary widely in comprehensiveness, but such was the mayhem in 1 July that many entries are mere scribbles in pencil, and entire pages can be missing. No trace, alas, of Donald Hankey's foray into the German first line.
Other, fuller entries, painstakingly transcribed by Mace and Grehan, are all too graphic. Northumberland Fusiliers move forward in waves, and are 'instantly fired on by enemy's MG and snipers':
The enemy stood upon their [trench] parapet and waved our men to come on and picked them off with rifle fire. The enemy's fire was so intense that the advance was checked and the waves, or what was left of them, were forced to lie down. (24) We also have a reprint of The First World War, Cyril Falls' 1970 best-seller. Somme veterans tend to make more phlegmatic historians than those of today, and Falls sees beyond the carnage of the battle and points to results from the Somme such as the German admission of serious losses among experienced officers and under-officers, the first peace feelers and the retreat to the Hindenburg line. Sheldon is quite clear that British involvement in the Somme offensive came as a 'serious shock' to the German Supreme Command, whose planners had discounted such a possibility. British involvement came as hardly less of a shock to Haig, who did not want to fight on the Somme at all, or for that matter anywhere else in the summer of 1916. He had a vast volunteer army but 'from top to bottom' it was 'deficient in both training and experience of battle'. Yet there was no choice; the German offensive at Verdun threatened to knock France out of the war.
Alan Mallinson concedes as much in Too Important for the Generals. On the Somme, Haig and the British Army 'learned how to fight in same way as the Duke of Wellington said he had learned in Flanders in the 1790s -observing how not to do it'.
The Somme, Mallinson concludes, 'indirectly' ensured Germany could not win. The shock to Germany persuaded the Kaiser to permit unrestricted submarine warfare, and that was quickly followed by the declaration of war by the United States.
Mallinson also identifies one other result of the Somme (although the same could be said of Passchendaele). This he sees as a British tendency during World War Two to 'over-correction', reluctance to stand ground or to press attacks. Major-General Mungo Melvin takes up the theme taken in a paper in The Battle of the Somme, Matthias Strohn's collection of modern British, German and US academic opinion.
Comparing British experience of the Second World War with that of the First World War, Melvin concludes 'There is no escape from the simple fact that a high-intensity war against a first-class, formidable opponent will cost very great numbers of lives, however skilfully fought'. (28) Finally, covering all of this in a short space, there is the The Somme: A Visual History. Edited by Anthony Richards, IWM's Head of Documents and Sound, this is a shrewd, compelling blend of text and relevant, appropriately-sized image, concise, well-paced, clear and balanced.
The Somme: A Visual History ends with a remark made by an unnamed veteran, on the 50th anniversary. He said 'I think this anniversary will be the last. When it comes up to 75 years, we [veterans] 'll all be dead too, and the Somme will seem as abstract as Waterloo.' 100 years on, not much sign of that.
Notes

